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BASIC COMPACTNESS PROPERTIES OF NONCONFORMING
AND HYBRID FINITE ELEMENT SPACES (*)
by Friedrich STUMMEL (*)
Communiqué par P. G. CIARLET

Abstract. — A generalized Relhch theoremfor nonconforming and hybrid finite element spaces is
estabhshed. Thereby very gênerai stabiiity and convergence theorems for approximations of
inhomogeneous elliptic variational équations and of elliptic eigenvalue problems are obtained.
Résumé. — On établit un théorème de Rellich généralisé pour les espaces d'éléments finis non
conformes et hybrides. De cette façon, on obtient des théorèmes très généraux de stabilité et de
convergence pour Vapproximation d'équations elliptiques vanationnelles non homogènes et de
problèmes elliptiques de valeurs propres.
INTRODUCTION

The paper generalizes the well-known Rellich compactness theorem to
séquences of piecewise polynomial function spaces occuring in methods of
nonconforming and hybrid finite éléments. Basic assumptions are suitable weak
continuity conditions at interelement boundaries together with the
approximability condition and the validity of the generalized patch test. It is
shown that the nonconforming finite éléments of Wilson, Adini, CrouzeitRaviart, Morley and de Veubecke satisfy these conditions. As applications,
generalized Ehrling, Poincaré and Friedrichs inequalities are obtained as well as
very gênerai stability and convergence theorems for nonconforming and hybrid
approximations of generalized elliptic variational équations and eigenvalue
problems with variable, not necessarily smooth coefficients.
The present investigation, together with the papers [19, 20], continues our
perturbation theory for Sobolev spaces Wm>p (G), begun in [16,17] by a study of
perturbations of the boundary 3G. Methods of nonconforming and hybrid finite
(*) Reçu novembre 1978.
(*) Department of Mathematics, J. W. Gœthe Universitât Frankfurt, D-6000 Frankfurt am
Main, Allemagne (République Fédérale).
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éléments are specified by séquences of piecewise polynomial function spaces
Vx c WmtP (GJ, i = l, 2, . ., The domains Gl are the union of all open finite
éléments of the décompositions X , of G, the properties of which will be
explained in sections 1.1,1.2. As one easily sees the séquence of boundaries ÔGX
converges to G in the Hausdorff metric for i-> oo. Hence in this class of
approximations at each point of the domain G essential perturbations can arise
from subspaces Vx lacking sufficient continuity properties on interelement
boundaries (see Stummel [19]).
A first continuity condition in the mean is imposed by the requirement that the
generalized patch test, stated in Stummel [20], is passed ensuring the closedness
of the séquence Vo, Vlt V2, . .. In section 1.3, a further weak continuity
condition is introduced. The weak or the more special strong continuity
condition, in gênerai, do not entail the validity of the generalized patch test. For
example, nonconforming approximations by Zienkiewicz triangles have the
strong continuity property for arbitrary décompositions. It is well-known,
however, that these éléments do not converge for certain meshes and thus cannot
pass the generalized patch test.
Sections 2.1,2.2 deduce from the weak continuity condition the asymptotic
equicontinuity in the Z/-mean of bounded séquences of functions vx e VK, i = 1,
2, . . ., and their derivatives up to the (m— l)-th order and thus the so-called
weak discrete compactness of the séquence of natural embeddings of Vl into
Wm~x>p (G,), l e N . On this basis, the generalized Rellich theorem is easily
established in section 2.3. Seemingly, such a gênerai theorem for nonconforming
and hybrid finite éléments is not yet found in the literature. In the thesis of
Thomas, from the continuity properties of hybrid finite éléments only a
generalized Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality is derived ([21, p. V-38]). By other
methods, Rannacher [10] obtains a compactness theorem for a special class of
nonconforming finite éléments approximating H2 (G).
Section 3.1 demonstrates thaï the nonconforming and hybrid finite éléments
named above, passing the generalized patch test [20], also possess the additional
continuity properties required hère. Thus the fundamental preconditions are
valid for applying gênerai functional analytic theorems (see Stummel [14,15]) to
this class of approximations. Using compactness arguments, a very gênerai
stability and convergence theorem is established in section 3.2 for
approximations of inhomogeneous variational équations. In this way,
particularly, the common assumption of F-ellipticity may be replaced by the
weaker assumption of uniform coerciveness of the séquence of approximating
problems. The theorem simultaneously states the solvability of almost ail
approximating équations of a properly posed inhomogeneous variational
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problem. Under corresponding gênerai assumptions for generalized elliptic
eigenvalue problems spectra and résolvent sets, eigenvalues and eigenspaces of
the approximating eigenvalue problems converge as it is ascertained in section
3.3, using resulls of Grigorieff [6], Stummel [14, 15, 18]. Note nat the results of
sections 3.2, 3.3 are valid as well in conforming finite element approximations.

1. DECOMPOSITIONS
TIONS

OF POLYHEDRAL DOMAINS AND CONTINUITY

CONDI-

Methods of nonconforming and hybrid finite éléments work with
approximating spaces of piecewise polynomial functions being discontinuous at
interelement boundaries. In order to ensure the convergence of such
approximations, certain asymptotic continuity requirements in the mean over
the interelement boundaries are necessary and sufficient which have been stated
in form of a generalized patch test in our paper [20]. With regard to compactness
properties of the approximations, this section introduces a further weak
continuity condition ensuring the asymptotic equicontinuity of séquences of
functions having uniformly bounded gradients. The weak continuity condition is
valid, in particular, if the approximating functions possess at each (n— 1)dimensional interelement face F of the finite éléments K e Jtl at least one point of
continuity or a continuous mean value over the face.

1.1. Décompositions of polyhedral domains
This and the following section collect the basic assumptions regarding
décompositions of polyhedral domains in IR" by convex polyhedra and deduce
some special properties as far as they are needed in the paper. For basîc concepts
and properties of convex polyhedra we refer to [2, 7, 12]. The topological
assumptions (KI), (K2) correspond to the conditions ( ^ 1 ) , .. ., ( ^ 5 ) of
Ciarlet [4, p. 38, 51]. The alternative {3Th 5) is hère a conséquence of (Kl), (K2)
what is proved in theorem (6). Further, the metric properties (K3), (K4) are
needed. Assumption (K3) is the usual regularity condition for the finite éléments
together with the requirement of a continued refinement of the meshes for i —• oo.
In addition, the assumption (K4) is made, called "inverse assumption" by Ciarlet
[4, p. 140], guaranteeing a certain uniformity of the décompositions. Note that
this condition is also used by Thomas [21, p. 111-24, V-38] in the context of
hybrid finite éléments.
Let G be a closed polyhedral domain in Un, not necessarily being bounded.
For every i = 1,2, . . . , let Jf\ be a locally finite décomposition of G by bounded
vol. 14, n°l, 1980
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closed convex polyhedra K <= G having nonvoid interior i£ =int (K). The
polyhedra K consiilute ihefinite éléments of the décompositions of G. A subsel F
is said lo be a face of K if there exisls a supporling hyperplane H of K such thaï
F = HnK. We assume thaï the décompositions Jflt i = l, 2, . . ., have the
topological properties
(Kl)

G = U K.
KeJfx

(K2) For every pair of distinct éléments K, K' in Jf\ either KnK'
face ofboth K and K'.

is empty or a

The décompositions X\ define open subsets Gt of G by
l= 1 2

' > •••

U K>

G,=

W

iCeJf l

The éléments X are closed domains, thaï is, K = {K) = cl (int (X)). Hence
K = (X) c G x c: G
for ail KeJfx

so thaï
Gl = G,

i=l,2, ...

(2)

The interior G = int (G) of G, evidently, saüsfies the relation X c G for ail
Kejfl and thus
G, c G c G,

i = l , 2, . . .

(3)

By (2), this implies thaï the closure cl (G) of G = int (G) is equal to G.
Consequently G is a closed domain and G an open domain,
G = cl (int (G)),

G = int (cl (G)).

(4)

The boundary ôK of an element K e Jf\ consists of a finite number of uniquely
determined (n— l)-dimensional convex polyhedra, the (n~ l)-faces F of K, Let
J \ be the set of ail (n- l)-faces of éléments K e / r Due to property (K2), two
distinct éléments K, K' have no common interior points. Using (2), one obtains
the représentation
dG^G-G^

y F,

i = l,2, ...,

(5)

of the boundaries of the open sets Gv. By virtue of (2) and (3), obviously,
dG a dGr for ail i. The boundary dG of the domain G = int (G) is described in
R.A.I.R O. Analyse numénque/Numencal Analysis
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detail in the next theorem. By ri F is meant the relative interior of the face F, that
is, the inlerior of F regarded as a subset of the affine huil aff F of F. In view of the
alternative stated below, (n - l)-faces F of éléments KeJfx are said to btfree iff F
belongs to the boundary dG, and inter element faces otherwise.
For each {n—l)-face F e J \ thefollowing alternative is true: Either F belongs to
dG or F is a commonface of two distinct éléments in %\ and thus an inter element
face. Consequently, the boundary d G is the union ofallfree (n — l)-faces of éléments
injfx.
(6)
Proof: (i) Let F be any face in # ; , then either F ^ ô G o r r i F ^ G . For, if F does
not belong to ÔG, there exists a point x e G n ri F, an element K e ff x such lhat
F <= 5X,andasequenceofpointsx t eG,x f ^X, £=1,2, . . . , such that xt -> xfor
t -• co. As ffx is a locally finite covering of G there is an element K' e ff\ and an
infinité subsequence N ' c M such that xf eK', t c M'.X'isclosedandJKVi^so
that the limit x of the séquence also belongs to X' and therefore to K n K\ By
virtue of assumption (K2), K n K' is a face of both K and K'. Since x is in the
relative interior of the (n- l)-dimensional face F of K, il follows that
F^KnK',
F <= dK and F c dK'. Hence one immediately obtains the relation
ri F c int (K u K') c int (G) = G.
(ii) The relative interior ri F has the closure cl (ri F) = F so that ri F is dense
in F. In view of (5), correspondingly, the set

D=

urif.

is dense in ôGt and D ndG dense in the subset 3G of dGx. By means of the
alternative proved above, we have
DndG=

[j (ri F nöG)= IJ ri F.
FczcG

This gives the représentation of the closure ôG of D n ÔG:
dG = d{DnôG)=

[j F.

Q

In addition to the topological properües (Kl), (K2) of the décompositions JTt
of G, two metric properties (K3), (K4) are needed in the further investigations.
vol. 14, n a l , 1980
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Lel 8 o (K) be the grealest diameter of all balls contained in K, let ô l (K) be the
greatest diameter of the element K, and let
h= s u p S ^ K ) ,

i = l f 2, . . .

(7)

Notice thaï h dépends on the index i.
(K3) Vaere is some constant Ç such that 5 x (K) ^ Ç50 (K)/or a// K e Jfl, i = 1,
2, . . ., and h —> 0 / o r i —• oo.

(K4)

77iere is a positive constant r\ such that
T}h^bo{K),

K<^%Txi

i = l, 2, . . .

The condition (K3) is the usual regularity property of the décompositions,
needed in the dérivation of error estimâtes for finite element approximations,
together with the requirement of mesh refinement for i -• oo. The condition (K4)
guarantees a quasiuniformity of the décompositions. Under these conditions, for
example, the volume of the éléments K can be bounded from below and from
above by
(D„r|"/i n ^|K|^cu n /i n ,

(8)

uniformly for all K c jf\ and i = 1, 2, . . ., where œn dénotes the volume of balls
of diameter 1 in the Euclidean RB.
The continued refinement of the décompositions Jf\ for i -^ oo casts a closer
and closer net of element boundaries dGi over G. Each point xeG lies, by (KI),
in some element K e JT t and so at most within a distance h from the boundary
ÔK and thus from the boundaries dG^ As dGv cz G, the Hausdorff distances
between these sets satisfy
d{G, dGx)= sup|x, ô G j S h -> 0

(i-> oo).

(9)

\e(j

Consequently, the séquence of boundaries dGx converges in this sensé to G
for i - • oo.

1.2. Special properties of décompositions
For arbitrary subsets S a Un we dénote by X V (S) the set of all éléments
, ha ving a nonvoid intersection with S. In particular
{ \ x s K } t
(1)
for ail x 6 G. When x belongs to the intenor k^ oï some element K e Xx, Ciï^ (x)
R.AXR.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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contains only this one element K. In case x lies on interelement boundaries, jf,
contains more than one element. The order o (Jfx) of the décomposition or
covering Xx of G is the maximal number of éléments in the sets Xx (x) for all x
in G.
The orders of the décompositions $£\ of G are bounded by o {c/C x) g (2/r\)n
uniformly for all i = 1, 2, . . .
(2)
Proo/* Let x be any point in G. The éléments K e $Cx (x) contain the point x and
have at most the diameter h. Thus all éléments Ke 3Cx (x) are contained in the
bail with midpoint x and radius /i. By virtue of assumption (K2), pairwise
distinct éléments in Jf\ have no common interior points. Using inequality
1.1 .(8), the total volume of all éléments in C/Cx (x) is bounded by

V(on(T)hy^

£
KeJfx(x)

\K\ = \ U

K\£(ùu(2hr,

KeX x{x)

where v is the number of éléments in Jf t (x). This immediately gives the above
appraisal of the orders o (Jfx).
•
The set Jf\(x) is said to be strongly connected if every two éléments K,
K' e C/Cx (x) can be connected by a strong chain of pairwise distinct éléments Ko,
Klt . . . , Ktejfx(x)
such that KQ = K, Kx = K'y and every two consécutive
éléments have an (n— l)-face in common.
For each point xeG the associated set Jf\ (x) is strongly connected,

(3)

Proof: Let Ko be an arbitrary element in C/Cx (x). Let S£ (Ko) be the set of all
éléments K G $CX (X) that can be connected by a strong chain with K 0 . Then
£ff(K0) = Jfx(x). If this is not true, there exists an element K ' e J f \ ( x ) not
belonging to 5£(Ko). Assumption (K2) then implies that the intersection of Kf
and the set M =

(J

K is a subset of the boundary of K '. As K ' is convex and

KeS?(K0)

possesses interior points, in each neighbourhood of x there are points not
belonging to M so that x is in the boundary of Af. Applying theorem 1.1. (6) to
the polyhedral domain M it is seen that x lies on a free (n — l)-face F c OM of an
element K a e ££ (Ko). The face F cannot belong to the boundary dG because x is
in G. Theorem 1.1.(6), applied to G, next yields the existence of an element

K2eJfx, K2^Klt
such that K1nK2=F.
As xeFt also xeK2 so that
K2eJfx(x). Finally K1eSe{K0) entails K2e£f(K0) in contradiction to F
being a free face of K t in M. •
vol. 14, n°l, 1980
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Let a, b be any two points such that the line segment ab is in G. The
décompositions Jf\ of G induce décompositions ƒ t of ab by the sets of all
nonvoid pairwise distinct subsegments
I = Knöb,

XeJft,

(4)

for each i —1, 2, . . . Since X is convex, also I is convex and thus a closed
subinterval of the line segment ab. Under these conditions, the décompositions
Jx of ab have properties analogous to (Kl), (K2):
The représentation

__

ab= U J.
is valid and for each pair of distinct éléments 7, I'eJl
consists of a single point.

either I ni' is empty or
(5)

Proof: The above représentation follows immediately from the property (Kl)
of the décompositions Jf K. Let ƒ, / ' be any pair of distinct subsegments in J x. The
intersection I n / ' is either empty, or contains one, or at least two points. In case
there are at least two points in I ni', this set is a subinterval of ab ha ving
relatively interior points celnl'. The associated éléments X, K' then possess a
nonvoid intersection F = KnK\ Since I # I' also K^K' such that by (K2) F is a
face of both K and K'. The segment I lies in K and the relatively interior point c
on the face F of K so that I must be a subset of F (see [12, p. 162]).
Correspondingly, from / ' <=. K' and ceF one infers V c F. Hence I <=. I n ƒ',
/ ' czlnl',
that is, / c ƒ', ƒ' c J, contradicting li-V.
•
1.3. Continuity conditions
Let C m ' °° (Gv) be the space of m-times continuously differentiable functions ux
having uniformly bounded partial derivatives up to the order m over G, such that
|"ikoo.G l =sup|V k ti l (x)|<oo >

fc

= Ot . . . , m .

(1)

xeGl

Functions uxeCm^{Gx)
are, in gênerai, not continuous across interelement
boundaries. Given any multiindex n of order | ^ | ^ m - l , î ; l = Z)Mulisa member
of the space C x ' °° (Gx). For every element K e / , and every pair of points x, x' in
the interior K of X, the join xx' belongs to X because X is convex. By the mean
value theorem, functions vl€Cl'co{Gl) satisfy the inequality
\vl(x)-vl(x')\

^|x-x'|sup|Vt\|,

x, x ' e X .

(2)

a
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From this inequality it is seen that t\ can be extended continuously to (K) = K
and that (2) holds as well for the extension vf and all x,x' eK. Thus for all points
x at interelement boundaries and all éléments K e Jf\ (x) there exist unique
continuous extensions vf of vt\K_ to K. If not stated otherwise, henceforth, by
üt (x) is meant any of the values vf (x) for some K e Jf\ (x).
In view of compactness theorems for séquences of functions vl eC 1 ' Q 0 (G l ),
restrictions of the discontinuities at interelement boundaries are required. For
this purpose the following weak continuity condition is introduced:
There exists some constant S > 0 such that the inequalities
\vï{x)-vï

(x)\^$h

sup

sup|Vi\|,

hold, uniformly jor all éléments K, K'e ÏÏ x{\), each point xeGncGl
i = l t 2 , ...

and all
(3)

Regarding ihe iormulation of this condition, notice that each point xeGy is
interior to some element KeJt{.
In this case jfl(x)={K}
and the above
inequality hoids trivially with K = K'.
We shall now establish a simple sufficient criterion ascertaining the above
weak continuity condition in applications to nonconforming and hybrid finite
element spaces.The (n — l)-faces F e SFx of éléments K e X t are compact subsets
of (n — l)-dimensional linear manifolds in IR". By C (F) is meant the Banach space
of continuous functions on F endowed with the maximum norm. By theorem
1.1. (6), to each interelement face Fe^l there are exactly two distinct éléments
K, K' such that F = KnK'.
The functions vxeC1>œ (Gt) possess continuous
extensions uf, vf' to K, K ' the restrictions of which on F belong to C (F). We say,
a function vx e C 1 • °° (GJ has the strong continuity property if to each interelement
face F G # ' 1 there exists a continuous linear form qF on C(F) such that

l.

IMI^l,

qF(vf)^qf(vf'l

(4)

where, for convenience, qF (vf ) is written instead of qF (vf | F). This condition is
true, for example, if to each interelement face F there exists a point ofcontinuity
cF of t\ such that
vf(cF) = vf'(cFl

cFeF = KnKf.

(5)

In this case, qF is the Dirac functional to the point cF. Another example is
obtained by the requirement of continuity ofmean values over the faces F,
v?' ds,
vol. 14, n°l, 1980
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The linear form qF is now specified by
qF(w)=TW-

wds,

weC(F).

A séquence vt e C 1>co (GJ, i = 1, 2, . . ., satisfles the weak continuity condition if
each function vx has the strong continuity property.
(7)
Proof: Choose any i = 1,2, . . . a n d x e G n dGl. Let K,K'beanarbitrary
pair
of distinct éléments in $Cx (x). By lemma 1.2. (3), X t (x) is strongly connected so
that there exists a strong chain of pairwise distinct éléments Ko, . . ., Kt e X\ (x)
joining K=-Ko and Kf = Kl. Each Ft = Kt_ x n Kt is an (n- l)-face of both Kt.1
and Kt. As x e G, Ft does not belong to 8G. By virtue of the strong continuity
property of vx, there exist continuous linear forms qF having the properties (4) for
F = Ft, Consequently,
. »,

) = «F,(», ).

t=l, ...,

and

the right side of this équation being a telescopic sum. For every K e / ^ x ) and
every (n — l)-face F of X such that
ysF

F

because qF(l)—l, \\qF\\ ^ 1, and the largest diameter of F is, by 1.1,(7),
bounded by h. Majorizing the above sum term by term then yields
|uf (x)-vf'(x)|^2Zfe sup

|Vi7t .

By lemma 1.2. (2), the number of éléments K e Jf x (x) and so the chain length
/ + 1 are bounded by (2/ri)". Therefore the weak continuity condition is valid
with the constant 0 = 2(2/r|) w uniformly for ail i = 1, 2, . .. D
An important tool for establishing compactness properties is the following
theorem
Let t\ e C 1 ' °° (G,), i = 1, 2, . .. ybe a séquence offunctions satisfying the weak
continuity condition. Then, using the constant § in (3), the inequality
KeJtrx(ab)

K

holdsfor ail Une segments ab in G and ail i = 1, 2, . . .

(8)
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Proof: (i) The décomposition jf\ of G induces a décomposition ( / l of ah having
the properties 1.2.(5). Hereby, the segment

is subdivided into a finite number of subintervals. The coordinates of the end
points of these intervals are denoted by
0 = t 0 <t1< ... < t(_! < t , = l .
To each interval [ts_ x, t s ] there is exactly one segment IseJl
element K , e J f , such that
I s = Ksr\ab^=xs-1xSf

x s = a+ts(b

— a),

and accordingly an

s= l , . . . , / .

Every function ux spécifies a function
g(t) = vx(a+t(b-a)),

0£t£l.

This function is contmuous in each of the open subintervals (ts_1, ts). At the
points ts, g has left-and right-sided limits g(ts + O), g{ts—O) where we put
g{O-O) = g(O), #(1+0) = #(1). This leads to the représentation
i

i

By means of inequality (2), one obtains the appraisal
\g(ts^1+O)-g(ts-O)\ S |x s _:i-x s |sup|Vi\
Es

hence

where the lengths of the segments x s _ ! x s have been majorized by the larges!
diameter h of the éléments in Jfx.
(ii) To esümate the second sum, the continuity condition (3) is applied. This
results first in the inequality
|

sup

s=0

Let K s e J f , ( x s ) be éléments such that
sup|V%|=

vol. 14, n ° l , 1980
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To each of these éléments Ks at most one other element Ks, can be equal to Ks,
For,otherwise,thereareK Si =KSi =KS^ =K where s a <s2 < s 3 .Thenx Si ,x S2 ,
xs lie in K and thus xs in the relative interior of xs xs c K. The point xs is the
endpoint of an interval I' = Kf nab. The intervais I = Knab and I' have a
nonvoid intersection neither consisting of a single point nor being the whole
interval / what contradicts 1.2.(5). From the above it is then seen that

where the apostrophe in the second sum indicates that it extends only over the
subset of pairwise distinct of the éléments Ko, . . ., Kt. •
By virtue of the above theorem, the asymptotic equicontinuity of bounded
séquences of functions vlt i = 1, 2, . . . , can be established. To see this, some
simple properties of the sets Jf\ (ab) are needed. The éléments Ke Jfl (ab) are
contained in the set Sh(ab) of ail points xeffl", having the shortest distance
x, ab | g h from the segment ab, because the diameter of K is bounded by h and
K n ab is not empty. Consequently,
_

(9)

Now
|

||= min

= min |x — a - ï d | = | x - a , od\,
O

using the line segment od and d^b — a. In particular, this shows that
Sh(ab) = a + Sh(Sd),

a,beUn.

(10)

Next it is readily seen that the volume | Sh (ab) | may be majorized by the volume
of a cylinder of height | d | + 2 h and base (2 h)n~1, that is,
\Sh(âb)\ = \Sh(^d)\S(2hy-l(\b-a\+2h).

(11)

Denoting by JV the number of éléments K in jfl (ab) and using 1.1. (8), it follows
that
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and thus

Therefore, every séquence of functions ^ e C ^ ^ f G J , bounded by | Vvx {x)| S
for x e G t , x = l, 2, . . . , satisfies the inequality
(13)
uniformly for all x = l , 2, . . . and so is asymptotically equicontinuous.

2. COMPACTNESS PROPERTIES

The purpose of this section is to establish the generalized Rellich theorem for
nonconforming and hybrid approximations of the Sobolev spaces Wm'p(G). The
first step on this way consists in ascertaining the asymptotic equicontinuity in
the L p -mean of functions ul and their partial derivatives D^ ux up to the (m — l)-th
order for bounded séquences uxeVx cz WnifP(Gl)) i e N . An essential
precondition is that the weak continuity condition and thus theorem 1.3. (8) are
valid. The next step, in section 2.2, consists in demonstrating the so-called
weak discrete compactness of the séquence of natural embeddings of the
subspaces Vx into Wm~1>p(Gl). This compactness property already guarantees
that to each bounded séquence of functions uxeVx, \eN', there exist a
subsequence N " c I\3' and functions u^ a Lp (G) such that Dilul tends to u^ in
LF (G) for i e N " , i -> oo, and every multiindex |iin| |JL | S m— 1. In section 2.3 it
is assumed additionally that the séquence of subspaces VOtVlf...
satisfies the
approximability and the closedness condition. These conditions secure that the
above limits u* are the generalized partial derivatives of a function u0 e Vo. Thus
the desired compactness property of bounded séquences of functions has been
achieved.

2 . 1 . Asymptotic equicontinuity in the mean
The main tooi in the dérivation of compactness properties of séquences of
natural embeddings is the equicontinuity of bounded séquences of functions. A
first result of this type has been obtained in 1.3.(8), (13). In finite element
methods, the approximating spaces Vx consist of piecewise polynomial functions
defined over regular décompositions of the domain G. For such functions the
results of section 1.3 lead to analogous statements concerning the asymptotic
vol. 14, n°l, 1980 .
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equicontinuity in the L p -mean of bounded séquences of functions ux e Vv and
their partial derivatives up to the order m —1.
Let again a séquence of décompositions Jf\, i = 1, 2, . . . , of the polyhedral
domain G in Un be given having the properties (Kl), . . . , (K4) collected in
section 1.1. By 0>r (K) is denoted the vector space of ail polynomials of at most
r — th degree over the open element^ and by ^ r ( G t ) the vector space of all
piecewise polynomial functions ut over Gl such that ul \KGïPr (K) for all K e Jfl.
In the following, p is assumed to be an arbitrary but fixed real number in
1 < p < oo.
Starting point of our further investigations is the lemma (see Ciarlet
[4, theorem 3.2.6]):
There exists a constant a such that the inequalities

are valid uniformly for all polynomials ueé?r{K_), all éléments KeJfl
i=l,2,...

and
(1)

Henceforth in section 2, only such séquences of subspaces Vx,\ = \,2, . . . , are
considered that possess the property
(Vo) Vx a &r(GJ n Wm^{G^)for all x = l, 2, . . . and there exists a constant &
such that all functions in Vx and their partial derivatives up to the order m — l
satisfy the weak continuity condition 1.3.(3) where vl=Diiui for uleVl and
Under this condition the asymptotic equicontinuity of bounded séquences of
functions will be shown now. The first step to this result is the lemma
There is some constant |3 such that the inequalities

\Sh(ab)\ Jc^s.,-

\Vvx\*dx

are truefor every line segment ab in G,for aHvl~Dyiul,uleVl>\\i\
1=1,2, . . .

\

^ m— 1 and

Proof: The inequality 1.1.(8) yields the appraisal œnr\nhn ^ | K | of the
volume of the éléments X e ^T,, i = l f 2, . . . For brevity, set S ^ab, Sk = Sh(ab).
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By theorem 1.3.(8), we first have

Applying Hölder's inequality for q=^p/(p-l),
1.3.(9), (12), one gains the estimate

lemma (1) and the relations

T y(S)

Using the appraisal 1.3. (11) of the volume | S h |, the asserted inequality follows
where

Having made these préparations we are now in the position to state a theorem
ascertaining the following asymptotic equicontinuity in the Z/-mean:
Using the constant (3 of lemma (2),
{UP

/ r

\I/P

uniformly for every compact subset Ta G, for every vector deUn such that
| d | < | l \ [G\ andallv^D^u^u^V^
| u | ^ m - l and i = l , 2, . . .
(3)
Proof: For the sake of simplicity, the gradients Vt\ may be extended trivially to
all of Un by V v{ = 0 on IR" - Gl. When a = x e T and b = x + d, the line segment ab
belongs to G under the above assumptions. Lemma (2) then gives

^_ \(

[

*h\ Jr \ Jx+sh
vol. 14, n°l, 1980
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where Sh = Sh(od). Evidently,
\Vvv{y)\pdy=

I

F \Vvx{x + z)\pdz,

Jx + Sh

xeU\

JSh

Hence the double intégral in the above inequality can be majorized by

L ( l \Vv^x + zï\Pdz)dx=

f ( f \Vvt{x + z)\>dx\dz
= \sh\

whereby the asserted inequality is proved.

\Vvx\pdx,

•

2 . 2 . Weak discrète compactness of séquences of natural embeddings
The asymptotic equicontinuity of bounded séquences of functions already
permits to establish a first compactness property, namely the weak discrète
compactness of the séquence of natural embeddings of Vx into Wm~ltP(Gx). Let
the same assumptions be valid as in the preceding section, in particular the
property (Vo) of the subspaces Vt is required. Moreover, from now on assume
the domain G to be bounded. Functions uleWmiP(Gl)
and their partial
derivatives D^ ux, | JI | ^ m, are defined first only over the subsets Gt cr G. Being
éléments of LP(GX) and Gx; G differing only by sets of n-dimensional measure
zéro, thèse functions may be viewed as well as éléments of LP(G), what-we shall
do in the sequel. In the same way, the gradients Vt^ofi^ =D* l u l ,| n| ^ m — l,are
regarded as functions in Lp(G)n.
As one readily sees, every finite élément K of the décompositions Jf\ of G has
the segment property: There exists an open covering 0 lf . . . , 0r of the boundary
8K and an associated System of vectors alt ..., ar such that
XnÔfc + 8 a

k

cI

M

0<e<l,

k=l,

...,r.

(1)

Hereby an important family of inequalities can be obtained.
There is some constant y such that for every £ in 0 < £ < 1 there exists a compact
subset F E c G having the property
. . ..
||w l || o .,.G l ^Y(||^||o.p.r t +(e + '»)||Vi;l||o,p.Gl).
w h e n e v e r v l = D l i u v , u x € Vx,\\i\^

m —1 and i = l , 2 :..

(2)
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Proof: (i) By assumption (Kl), the domain G is the union of all éléments K of
the décomposition Jft for each i and so, in particular, of Jf x. Choose any
Ke$rlf let {Ok} be the open covering of the boundary ÔK, named in the
segment property, and let {a k } be the associâted system of vectors. Hereby we
define the sets
K0 = K- (j Ok- U

KnOk,

r

l ) (K n Ok + &ak),

0 < e < 1.

The sets K 0, K E are compact and, by virtue of the segment property ; located in JC
for all s in 0 < e < l . For any k= 1, . . ., r and xeK^n Ok the segment property
guarantees further that the line segment ab, where a^xib = x + zah, belongs to
K^czG. Using lemma 2.1 ,(2), one obtains the estimate
1
S

h\

r
Jx + Sk

|l/p
l

j

for all functions z;l=DMwl, uxeV^ and for all | ^ | S m~lf x==l, 2, .. ., where
Vi;v=0 in [ Gt, Sh = Sh(od) and d = eak. Minkowski's inequality yields

because the double intégral on the right side may be majorized by

i

r

r
Vv^x + z^dzdxSlSh]

\ jVt^l'dx.

" JSh

JGl

Note that

(J KnOk,

Ko

k =r

and thus
\V i

K^(=

IIO.p.K

—

\

\ \vx\*dx+ t f
Ijf

Ir — 1

l/P

!

^ YJC { I I ^ H0.P.JC.
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where

(ii) Under the assumptions (Kl), . . . , (K4) the number N x of éléments in ctif 1
is finite. The above inequalities over éléments K e %* x of the décomposition of G
then ent ail, using Minkowski's inequality,

that is, the asserted inequality with
y = {l + N\/p)nmxyK,

T£=

\J K£,

0 < 8 < 1.

The sets Kz are compact and subsets of K^ so that 1.1 .(1), (3) imply the relation
The next theorem now establishes the weak discrete compactness of the
séquence of natural embeddings of the spaces Vx into Wm~1}P(Gl).
For every weakly convergent
(i)

null séquence offunctions

D^zx^0inLp(G)

(i-> oo),

zyeVy,\e

N\ that

means,

|p.| ^ m,

the strong convergence statement

is true.

(3)

Proof:(i)Let ^ibeany multiindexof order | \i\ ^ m— 1 a n d p u t u ^ D ^ z ^
Then vx belongs to W1 •p (Gx) and the séquences {Dx vl ) converge weakly to zero in
LP{G) for every multiindex X in | X | ^ 1. In particular, this séquence is bounded
such that
^

G

< oo.

Let x be an arbitrary test function in Cf (G). This function has compact support
F = supp x <= G, having a positive distance | l \ f G| from [ G . On setting
u \ = X V i e 1^1, and choosing ^e[R" such that | d | < | r , J G | ,
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and, consequently,

f [l

\vx\*dxj

\

l/p

\vl{x + d)-vl(x)\pdx\

sup I x I (

.

By theorem 2.1 .(3), for every g > 0, there exists a 5 > 0 such that

a

\vl(x + d)-vl(x)\pdx\

l/p

^

thus
I/P

(!'-

for all deïR", \d\ < min (5, | r , jjG|) and all h < 8. The séquence fc = fel, i = l ,
2, . . . , tends to zero for i -> oo so that there is an index v such that hx < ö
wheneveri > v.Eachofthefinitenumberoffunctions^ l eL p (G), i = 1, . . .,v,is
continuous in the L p -mean. From the above it is thus seen that the séquence (wx)
is equicontinuous and bounded in Lp (G). Therefore, by a well-known theorem,
the séquence is compact in Lp (G). The convergence of vx —* 0 in LF (G) implies
wl —^ 0 in Lp (G) so that the compactness of the séquence (wj leads to the strong
convergence wx -» 0 in Lp (G) for i -> oo.
(ii) By theorem (2), for every s > 0 there exists a compact subset F e cz G such
that the séquence (vj saüsfies the inequality

Next there exists a test function % e CQ* (G) such that % = 1 over F e and 0 ^ x = 1 •
Obviously, wl=%vl gives wx | F £ = üt |F £ . As it is seen from part (i) of this proof,
|| vx ||o,P,re = || "\ ||o.p.r. è || wt \\0,P -> 0

Hence, for every e > 0,
lim sup||i;l||o,p.Gl ^ e Y a l-J-OC
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Therefore,
lim||Z) |J

^i \\o,p,Gx ~ n m ||

l-*OQ

1-+00

This convergence condition is true for ail | JJ. | ^ m— 1 and so proves the assertion
of this theorem.
•

2 . 3 . Discrete compactness of séquences of natura] embeddings and uniform
Ehrling inequalities
In the method of nonconforming and hybrid finite éléments the partial
derivatives D]Xux of functions ux e Wm'p(Gx) may be vie wed as functions in Lp (G)
as we have explained already in the preceding section. In this sense a séquence of
functions ux e WnitP(Gl), i e N ' <= f\l, is said to be strongly (weakly) convergent iff
the séquence DM ux is strongly (weakly) convergent in Lp (G) for i -> oo and every
multiindex | u. | ^ m. Evidently, the strong convergence of the séquence (uj to a
function ue Wm>p{G) is then equivalent to

\H£m Keiïx JK

/

Let Lmp{G) be the space of all vector-valued functions u = (uM) having
component s u^sLp{G)t\\i\^m.
This is a Banach space wit h the norm
u»\pdx)
G

\1/p

,

ueL m ^(G).

(2)

i=0(l,2(...f

(3)

J

The natural embedding
u l =(Z>^M l ) M s m .

u,eW™>p{Gx),

assigns to each function uv a function uv e Lm'p (G) where Gö — G. This embedding
is an isomorphic and isometric mapping of the Sobolev spaces Wm'p{Gx) onto
closed subspaces EWmp(Gx) in Lm>p(G). The above defined strong and weak
convergence of séquences of functions uxe Wm-P(GJ, l e M ' c M , are thus
equivalent to the strong and weak convergence of the embedded functions
uyeEWm'p(Gl)
in Lm-P(G).
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We consider séquences of closed linear subspaces Vx c Wm>p{Gx) and the
associated embeddings £ t =E Vl in Lm>p{G) for i = 0 , 1 , 2, . . . The séquence ( Vx)
approximates the subspace Vo iff the approximability condition
(VI)

\fvoeVo>

inf ||v o -q>i|Up i G l - > o

(i->oo)

holds. The séquence Ko, (KJ is c/osed iff the following closedness condition is
true:
(V2) The limits of all weakly convergent séquences of functions vxeVx,
\eN' aN belong to the subspace Vo.
In the next section we shall give examples of approximations by nonconforming
and hybrid finite éléments possessing these properties.
Using the above concepts, we are now able to state the fundamental theorem
ascertaining the discrete compactness of the séquence of natural embeddings of
Vx into Wm~1'p(Gl). This theorem generalizes the well-known Rellich theorem,
concerning the compactness of the natural embeddings of Wm'p(G) into
Wm ~i ' p (G), to approximations of Sobolev spaces by methods of nonconforming
and hybrid finite éléments. Incidentally, from a theorem [16, p. 30] of another
paper it is seen that under the following assumptions the weak discrete
compactness, according to theorem 2.2. (3), and the discrete compactness of the
séquence of natural embeddings, in the sense stated below, are equivalent.
Let a bounded polyhedral domain G and a séquence {ffx) of décompositions be
given satisfying the assumptions (KI), . . ., (K4). Let Vo be a subspace ofWm>p{G)
and let(Vx) be a séquence ofsubspaces consisting ofpiecewise polynomialfuncüons
having the properties (VO), (VI), (V2). Then the following statement is true: (V3)
For every bounded séquence of functions vyeVx, l e N ' c M , there exists a
subsequence N" <= f^l' and afunction voe Vo such that the subsequence (i\)ieN»
converges weakly to v0 and, moreover, the strong convergence relation
llüi-»o|Ui,p,Cl-0

(leN", wco)

is valid,

(4)

Proof: By the embedding (3) of the séquence, (ut) becomes a bounded séquence
(vj in Lm'p{G). This séquence is weakly compact, that is, there exist a
subsequence N " c N ' and a function v o eL m ' p (G) such that
vt--v0
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Due to assumption (V2), the limit v 0 belongs to EV0. The approximabilily
condition (VI) yields an associated séquence of functions cpte Vl such that

The functions

constitute a weakly convergent null séquence. By virtue of theorem 2 . 2 . (3), then

for leN",

WQO.

•

As a first application of the above compactness theorem, we will establish
uniform Ehrling inequalities for the séquence of subspaces Vx a Wm>p(Gx). First,
for every E > 0 and every i there exists some constant x t (s) such that
|| ux !!„_, p>Gi S £ || ux \\mpGi + x, (e) || ux ||OiP>Gi,

wx G ^ m ' p (G L ).

(5)

For, every domain Gx is the union of the open éléments K for K G Jf\ and for each
of the finitely many éléments an Ehrling inequality holds (see Agmon [1, p. 25],
Necas [9, p. 108]). The inequality for the domain G = G0 is obtained
correspondingly. Under the assumptions of the above compactness theorem, the
constants x t (e) can be chosen independently of i. This follows from a gênerai
functional analytic theorem (see Stummei [14-1, p. 68]). For the sake of
completeness, however, the proof will be given here.
For every s > 0 there exists a positive constant x(e) such that the inequalities
II i; II

< F I I Ï ; II

4-VOÏIIÏ; II

v e V

holà uniformly for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(6)

Proof: As explained above, the inequalities (5) are valid for every i. If the
uniform inequality is not true there exist a positive constant e 0 , a subsequence
f\J ' <= N of indices i, a séquence of numbers x t -» oo and associated functions
vx e Vx having the properties

By theorem (4), there is a subsequence N " <= N ' and a function veVQ such that
v
i —v\\m-] PG "^ 0 for i e N", i-> oo. Consequently,
ll^llm-t.G, -^||H|m-l.p'

H^llopG, ~^ || ^ ||o^ ( l ^ N " , l -> oo).
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T h e a b o v e inequalities t h u s lead t o t h e c o n t r a d i c t i o n | | i > | | m - i j P ^ £ o > 0 a n d

v = 0.

•

3. APPLICATIONS

With regard to applications of the gênerai theorems, in section 3.1 the validity
of the strong continuity condition for a series of well-known nonconforming or
hybrid finite éléments is verified. These éléments additionally satisfy the
approximability and the closedness condition so that by theorem 2 . 3 . (4) the
fundamental compactness statement (V3) is valid for the associated
approximations. Compactness properties of séquences of natural embeddings
play an important role in functional analytic theorems concerning the
convergence of solutions of elliptic variational problems. In section 3.2, using
compactness arguments, a fundamental theorem is proved ascertaining the
solvability and stability of the séquence of approximating problems as well as the
convergence of the approximation solutions for a large class of nonconforming
and hybrid approximations of inhomogeneous elliptic variational équations
with variable not necessarily smooth coefficients. Section 3.3 describes the
corresponding class of generalized elliptic eigenvalue problems and assumptions
ensuring the convergence of the associated approximations. In this context, a
basic theorem is proved demonstrating the weak collective compactness of a
séquence of sesquilinear forms. Finally the main statements are briefly collected
concerning the convergence of spectra and résolvent sets, of eigen values and
eigenspaces of the approximations.
3.1. Examples of nonconforming and hybrid finite éléments
The compactness theorem 2 . 3 . (4) requires the validity of the conditions ( V0),
(VI), (V2). Proofs of the approximability condition (VI) are found frequently in
the corresponding literature. The paper Stummel [20] has established a
generalized patch test in order to verify the closedness condition. By this test it is
shown there that a series of special éléments pass the generalized patch test and
thus yield closed séquences of subspaces Vo, Vlt V2, .. ., where Vo may be
H%(G) or Hm{G). We shall now explain that all these éléments, additionally,
satisfy the continuity condition ( VO). In ail cases, the fune t ions vx e Vx and their
partial derivatives up to the order m — l possess the strong continuity property.
As one readily sees this is also true for approximations oîH2(G) by Zienkiewicz
triangles. It is well-known, however, that these approximations not necessarily
converge for arbitrary décompositions of the domain. Thus one has an example
satisfying the conditions (VO), (VI) but not necessarily also the closedness
condition (V2).
vol. 14, n°l, 1980
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In the following examples G dénotes a bounded polyhedral domain in the
plane M2 and the décompositions Jf\ are assumed to have the properties
(Kl), . . . , ( K 4 ) .
1. Wilson's element.
The éléments K e j f \ are rectangles, the subspaces Vx are contained 'm0>2{Gx))
\eN, and the functions vxeVy are continuous at the verüces of the rectangles K.
Hence to each interelemcni side of the rectangles there are two points of
continuity of vl so that these functions possess the strong continuity property
and condition (V0) is fuliilled with r—2.m=].
2. Adinïs element.
The éléments KeX'x are also rectangles, the subspaces Vx belong to ^ 4 ( G J ,
functions in Vx and their partial derivatives of first order are continuous at
verüces of the rectangles K. Thus the functions £>M vx possess the strong
continuity property for | \i | :g 1 such that the continuity condition ( V0) is true for
r = 4, m = 2.
3. The éléments of Crouzeit-Raviart are hybrid finite éléments, weak continuity
at interelement boundaries of the triangulations is achieved by orthogonality to
all polynomials up to a certain degree. In this way, the piecewise polynomial
functions vx are also continuous at the associated Gaussian points at
interelement sides of the triangles such that these éléments may as well be
regarded as nonconforming finite éléments Tn the simplest case, Vx consists of
piecewise linear functions being continuous at midside nodes of the triangles
KG # \ . The functions i\ e Vx have the strong continuity property and condition
(VO) is fulhlled tor m = l.
4. Morley's element is specified over triangulations Jf\ of G by subspaces
V? a 0> 2{GX). Function values of vx e Vx at the verüces of the triangles and the
first derivatives in normal direction at midside nodes are continuous. From the
continuity of the function values at verüces one immediately concludes that the
mean values of the first derivatives in tangential direction over interelement sides
of the triangles are continuous. The midpoint rule is exact in this case and yields
that at midside nodes of interelement sides also the derivatives in tangential
direction and thus of the gradients of vx are continuous. Therefore, the functions
DM ut, | p. | ^ 1, have the strong continuity property such that the condition (VO)
for r = 2, m = 2 is valid.
5. De Veubecke's element is defined by subspaces ^ ^ ^ ( G J and
triangulations j f x of G. Function values at verüces of the triangles and the first
derivatives in normal direction at Gaussian points of second order at
R.Ai.R.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis
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interelement sides are continuous. This immediately implies the continuity of the
mean values of the first derivatives in normal direction over interelement sides.
As for Morley's element one further obtains that the mean values of the first
derivatives in tangential direction and consequently the mean values of the
gradients of functions vx e Vx are continuous at interelement sides. By theorem
1.3. (7) the functions Dlivl then possess the weak continuity property for | u. | ^ 1
and condition (V0) is true where r = 3, ra = 2.
3 . 2 . The stability and convergence theorem, generalized Poincaré and Friedrichs
inequalities

The approximations of Sobolev spaces, generated by nonconforming and
hybrid finite éléments of the above examples, have the approximability,
closedness and compactness properties (VI), (V2), (V3). On this basis, a
fundamental stability theorem is proved ascertaining the convergence of
approximate solutions for a gênerai class of variational équations. Note that by
theorem (10) the validity of the assumption (V) in Stummel [20, section 1.2] is
valid for the séquence of variational équations (4) for ail i ^ v and a suitable
index v.
The large class of approximations, studied hère, encompasses also conforming
finite éléments of piècewise polynomial subspaces Vx <= Vo <= Hm(G). In this
case the closedness condition and the strong continuity condition are trivially
valid. Rellich's theorem is true for bounded polyhedral domains G, having the
properties (Kl), (K2). This immediately yields the discrete compactness of the
séquence of natural embeddings of the conforming subspaces Vx into Hm~1 (G).
Thus, of the conditions (VI), (V2), (V3) only the approximability condition (VI)
has to be verified in applications of the stability and convergence theorem ( 10) to
conforming approximations.
We consider a class of generalized boundary value problems and associated
approximations specified by a bounded sesquilinear form a on the space
Lm>2 (G),
v, weLm>2(G),

|a(v,w)|^a 1 ||v|| m || W || m ,

(1)

and a séquence of closed subspaces Vx c Hm{Gl)= Wm'2 (GJ for i = 1, 2,
where for convenience Go = G. By the natural embeddings 2.3. (3) of the spaces
Vy one obtains the closed subspaces
E*=EVx^EHm{Gx),
in Lm-2(G).

1= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,

(2)

Hereby the variational équation
u0 e £ 0 ;
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and the associated séquence of approximations
u.eE,;

a(<pl,ul)

= l(q>l),

^sE,;

i= l,2

(4)

are defined where / dénotes any continuous linear form on Lm>2 (G).
A typical example is given by the sesquilinear form
fl(v, w ) =

OT

v°

(5)

with coefficients aUTeLœ (G) for | a |, | x | ^ m. Every continuous linear form on
Lm'2 (G) may be written in the form
Z(v)=

\ = (vtJ)eLm>2{G),

v° fadx,

(6)

where faeL2(G),
| a | g m. In this example, (3) is equivalent to the generalized
boundary value problem
uoeVo;
(7)

Je
and the approximating équations (4) are equivalent to
l

l

(8)

for i = l , 2, . . .
The given problem (3) is said to be properly posed if it is uniquely and
continuously solvable for every inhomogeneous term of the form (6). The
séquence of approximating problems (4) is said to be unijormly coercive if there
exist constants y0 > 0, YI ^ 0 such that the inequalities
Re a(v t ) ;> Y o | k | | m - Y i | k | | m - i >

v G

i £ ^'

^)

hold uniformly for all t = 1,2, . .. A set N x contains almostaü natural numbers if
it is, save a finite number of éléments, equal to N = {1, 2, 3, .. . }. As a gênerai
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assumption in Ihe foliowing we require, thal the domain G is bounded, the
séquence (Jf J of décompositions of G has the properties (KI), (K2) and the
subspaces Vo, Vit i e N , satisfy the approximability condition (VI), the
closedness condition (V2) and the compactness condition (V3). Under these
conditions the stability and convergence theorem (10) below is true.
Note that in [20, section 1.2] an associated two-sided discretization error
estimate is given. In applications to the method of hybrid fini te éléments and the
model Dirichlet problem — AM = ƒ, the corresponding discretization error
équation [20, 1.2.(16)] is identical to the one of Raviart-Thomas [11, (6.6)]. In
contrast to the results of Ciarlet [3], Lascaux-Lesaint [8], for nonconforming
approximations and Raviart-Thomas [11], Thomas [21] for hybrid approximations, theorem (10) admits genera! sesquilinear forms with variable nonsmooth
coefficients, not necessarily being symmetrie or F0-elliptic in the sense of Lions.
Moreover, convergence is established in Sobolev norms according to 2 . 3 . (1), for
p = 2, and not only in the energy norm defined by the sesquilinear form a.
Let the given variational équation (3) be properly posed and the séquence of
approximating équations (4) be uniformly coercive, Then there exist positive
constants a 0 , a t such that for aimost all i the approximating équations are
uniquely solvablefor all inhomogeneous terms (6) and the bistability inequalities

w

«o Ik M

hold. The approximate solutions ut of (4) converge to the solution u 0 of (3)
according to
(Ü)

||u i -U 0 || B =||tt l -Mo||m.G l - > 0

(l^OO)

for all right-hand sides of the form (6).

(10)

Proof: (i) The right side of the bistability inequalities follows immediately
from (1). Let us assume that the left side of the inequalities is not true. Then there
exist a subsequence f^l ' c f\l and éléments vt eE Vl such that

ikiu=i.
SU

P

ii^i|

Vl

^ °

(leN'. i-»oo).

(H)

From the compactness condition (V3) it is seen that there exist a subsequence
f^TcrN' and a function voeVo
such that v t - ^ v 0 in Lm>2{G) and
|| vl — v o | L - i ~*öfor i€l\l", i -> oo. Since the subspace Vo is approximated by
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the séquence ( Vx), for every <peV0 there is a séquence cpt e Vx, i G M, having the
property ||cpt — <p||m -> 0 for i -* oo. Using (11), we then have
a(q>, v o ) = li

for each <pe Vo. Therefore, the function v 0 is a solution of the homogeneous
équation associated with (3) and thus by assumption v 0 = 0. Using this facl, now
| | v i | | m - i - > 0 f o r i e N " , i - * o o . The coerciveness inequality (9) then leads to the
contradiction
0<Yo=Yo|k||m^

sup

H ij
+Yi|HU-i->0
( l e N " , i-> oo).
\\
(ii) By assumption, the given problem (3) is uniquely and continuously
solvable for each right-hand side. Thus the adjoint sesquilinear form
||<P

a*(v, w) = a(w, v),

v, weZ/"' 2 (G),

spécifies a homogeneous équation a*(<p, w)^0, q>e£ Vo, having only the trivial
solution w = 0. By an analogous conclusion as in part (i) of this proof, one infers
the existence of a positive constant a g such that the inequalities
CL Ifft

V i

hold uniformly for almost ail i. The inequalities (10i), (12) together demonstrate
that the mappings, defined by a fromE Vx to the space of continuous linear forms
on £ F t > are bijective and bicontinuous. Consequently, the approximating
équations are uniquely solvable for almost ail i.
(iii) In pari (i), (ii) of the proof we have shown thaï the assumplion (V) of [20,
theorem 1.2.(12)] is fulfilled. By thc approximabilily and closcdness condition
(VI), (V2) the condition [20, 1.2.(12iii)] is satisfied. The cited theorem thus
ascertains the convergence statement (10 ii).
•
In applications, frequently the sesquilinear lorms are nonnegative, that is,
symmetrie and a (vt) ^ 0 for ail \x eE Vx, i = 1, 2, . . . . In this case the following
corollary is true. It shows that the sesquilinear form a spécifies scalar products
for the subspaces E F t and that the associated a-norms are uniformly equivalent
to the ||. || m -norm on E Vx for almost ail i.
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Let the assumptions oftheorem (10) be valid and let the sesquilinear farm aonEVx
be nonnegativefor every i = l, 2, . . . Then, using the constants a 0 , a x oftheorem
(10), the inequalities

W

aollvJ^aWSaJvJ*,

yxeEVlf

hold uniformly for almost all x.

(13)

Proof: The sesquilinear form a on El has the représentation
fl(V wv) = ( V A w j ,

\x,

vtxeVit

where At dénotes bounded symmetrie operators in £ Vx. By assumption on a, the
operators Ax are nonnegative and, accordingly, possess nonnegative square
roots Al12. From theorem (10) we conclude that the inverse operators A~x exist
and are bounded by || A~* || g 1 /ot0 for almost all i. Together with Ax also A~x
is nonnegative. It is well-known that the norm of a symmetrie operator is equal
to the norm of the associated quadratic form so that

a0
On setting wv = J 4 l 1/2 vt, it follows that

whereby the first inequality in (13 i) is proved. The second inequality is an
immédiate conséquence of (10 i).
•
The gênerai theorems will now be applied in deriving two important séquences
of inequalities. For brevity we use the notation

J

—

DcvlDawldx=

f

£

£

—

DavlDawldx

(14)

and
for t\, wleHm(GJ. The nonconforming and hybrid approximations of HQ(G)
studied in the papers of Ciarlet [3], Lascaux-Lesaint [8], Raviart-Thomas [11],
Stummel [20], Thomas [21], have the property that |. |m G define norms for the
subspaces Vx. On finite dimensional spaces every two norms are equivalent.
Hence the inequalities stated below are valid for all i = l, 2, . . ., in those
approximations. Note that the generalized Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality is
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also proved by Thomas [21, p. V-38] for m = l in the context of hybrid finite
element methods and for "uniformly regular" triangulations.
There exist positive constants a 0 , v such that the generalized inequality of
Poincaré-Friedrichs

is true uniformly for ail i ^ v provided that

(15)

V$ = HQ(G).

Proof: The sesquilinear form
a(v, w) = [v, w] m = £

f

\vawGdx,

v,weLm'2(G),

is bounded, symmetrie and nonnegative. The well-known Poincaré-Friedrichs
inequality holds for the space H™(G) and, consequently,

{see Agmon (1, p. 73], Necas [9, p. 20]). Thus EH1S(G) with the scalar product
a =
["-]m is a Hilbert space and the variational équation (3), defined by a, is
properly posed. Evidently,
| | v | | m - | | v | | £ - i = |v|£=a(v) f

veL m ' 2 (G),

Hcnce the séquence of approximating problems (4) is uniformly coercive so that
corollary (13) yields the asserted inequality.
•
Analogously as above, the foliowing inequalities hold for all i = 1,2, . . ., if the
quadratic forms on the right si des of the inequalities are positive definite. As it is
readily seen, this is the case, for example, when the domain G is connected and
the functions vt e Vl, x e N, together with their partial derivatives up to the order
m—l have the strong continuity property.
There exist positive constants oco, v such that the generalized Poincaré inequalities
2

D°v,dx

E

|cr|<n

hold uniformly for all i ^ v.

(16)

Proof: The sesquilinear form a is now specified by
vcw°dx+

a(v, w)= V
\o\£m

JG

Y
| o | < m JG

wGdx,

v°dx
JG

v, weL m ' 2 (G).
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The generalized Poincaré inequality for Hm(G) reads
2

veHm(G),

DGvdx

(see Necas [9, p. 18]). Accordingly, EHm(G) endowed with the bounded
symmetrie nonnegative sesquilinear form a as scalar product is a Hubert space
and the associated variational équation (3) is properly posed. Further we have
v t-

v

m-l

—

Consequently, a on E Vx, i e N, is uniformly coercive and corollary (13) implies
the assertion.
•
3.3. Approximation of eigenvalue problems
The fundamental compactness theorems of the present paper allow as well to
establish very gênerai statements concerning the convergence of spectra and
résolvent sets, of eigen values and eigenspaces of approximations of generalized
elliptic boundary value problems by methods of nonconforming and hybrid
finite éléments. The class of eigenvalue problems, considered here, is given by

and the associated séquence of approximating eigenvalue problems reads
,, w t ),

^eE,;

i = l, 2, . . . ,

(2)

a, b being bounded sesquilinear forms on Lm'2(G) and the spaces
El=EVi c L m ' 2 (G) being embedded subspaces Vx <= Hm(Gl), i = 0f 1, 2, . . .,
where Gö — G.
A typical example is obtained again by sesquilinear forms of the form 3.2.(5)
with coefficients aCTT, bCTTeL°°(G). Problem (1) then becomes

\
JG
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and the approximations (2) take on the form

(4)

We shall assume as in the preceding section that the domain G is bounded, the
décompositions (jfx) satisfy the conditions (Kl), (K2) and the spaces VOt Vx,
i e N, the conditions (VI), (V2), (V3). Let Px be the orthogonal projections of
Lm2(G) onto the subspaces Ex for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . The validity of the
approximability and closedness condition (VI), (V2) guarantees the
convergence of the orthogonal projections
Px-+P0

(i->oo)

(5)

(see Stummel [16, theorem 1.2.(7)]). The sesquilinear form a is bounded on
Lm2{G) such that the inequality 3.2.(1) holds. Let the sesquilinear form b be
bounded by
|U||w|| l l i _ 1 + ||y|| I 1 I _ 1 ||w||J.

v,w6L"- 2 (G).

(6)

This is true in example (3), (4) when b aT = 0 for | a | = | x | = m . The above
eigenvalue problems are defined by the restrictions aE , bE of the sesquilinear
forms a, b to the subspaces Ex. Let the séquence aE , i = 1, 2, . . . , be uniformly
coercive so that the inequalities 3.2.(9) hold. Using the approximability
condition (VI) it follows that also the corresponding coerciveness condition over
the subspace Eo is valid,
Rea(v)^Yo||v||ï-Yi||v||ï-i-

ve£0.

(7)

Finally assume that the pair a, b on the subspaces Ev is strongly definite, that is,
there exist real constants ax, (3t such that
OLX Rea(cp l ) + Pl R e 6 ( c p l ) > 0 ,

Oï<pxeEl}

i = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(Q

With regard to applying gênerai functional analytic theorems, one finally still
needs the following property:
Under the above assumptions on b, the séquence bE , i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., is weakly
collectively compact, that is, bE is compact for each i and the convergence
statement
sup
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is truefor every weakly convergent null séquence ztGjEt, i e N.

1 13

(9)

Proof: (i) The domain G is bounded, G admits the décompositions ( K l ) , (K2)
and every element K e Jf l has the segment property. Hence Rellich's theorem is
valid ensuring the compactness of the natural embeddings of Hm(Gv) into
Hm~1(Gl) for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . From property (6) we then infer the
compactness of b on E Vx czEHm{Gl) (see [13, p. 34]).
(ii) Let (zx) be any weakly convergent null séquence in Lm2 (G) and (s t ) be a
null séquence of positive numbers. Then there exists a séquence of functions
vl/ l G£ l ,||x|/ l || m = l, such that
sup

Let M' be a subsequence of N = {1, 2, . . . } specified by
limsup|b(z l ,\|/ l )= lim|&(zlf *|O|.

Using the compactness theorem 2.3.(4), one obtains a subsequence N"
and an element \|/0 e Vo such that

For brevity, set y t -\|/ v -\|/ 0 for l e N " , yl = 0 for i e N - N " . Then

The first term on the right side tends to zero due to zt -^ 0 for i -> oo. Inequality
(6) and the compactness theorem 2.2.(3) then imply the convergence of b(zx,
y j -> 0 for i -• oo. Consequently, b (z t , \|/v) -> O for i e N " and thus necessarüy for
all iel\J, i-^oo. By the above estimate of the supremum, this entails the
convergence relation (9i).
•
Now the proconditions for applying our perturbation theory [15, 18] for
elliptic sesquilinear forms in Hilbert spaces are given such that the gênerai
theorems hold for the class of approximations considered here: the eigenvalue
problems (1), (2) have discrete spectra of séquences of eigenvalues of finite
multiplicities having no finite accumulation point. Spectra and résolvent sets of
the approximating problems (2) converge to those of the given problem (1). To
each eigenvalue Xo of (1), having the algebraic multiplicity m, there exist exactly
m eigenvalues À,v(1), . . . , X[m) of (2) converging to Xo for i -> oo. The associated
sums of algebraic eigenspaces of (2) converge to the algebraic eigenspace of (1).
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U nder these conditions the assumption (a F) of the paper Grigorieff [6] is valid.
There one finds further convergence resuit s, in particular, statements concerning
the order of convergence, error estimâtes and asymptotic developments.
In the case that a, b are symmetrie sesquilinear forms and a is positive definite
on the subspaces Ex =E Vy, our perturbation theory [18] is applicable to the
eigenvalue problems (1), (2). By corollary 3.2.(13), a on £T spécifies scalar
products (., ,) £T . The defmiteness condition (8) is trivially satisfied. In [18] one
finds, together with gênerai convergence theorems, associated error estimâtes for
eigenvalue and eigenvector approximations. In particular, the spécifie form of
discretization errors is explained and the quadratic convergence behaviour,
compared to the discretization errors, of eigenvalue approximations is
established there.
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